
What is Resistor?
This is a near-future rpg about bio-tech, body 
moding guardians who defend and improve the 
quality of life of their slum. Together they go 
on covert missions to obtain the once common and 
abundant but now illegal wires they need.

Tools of the trade
A Game Master + 4 players
A bag per player [containing 1 black token 
(virus),3 white token (failures), and 3 colored 
tokens (successes)] 
A bag of extra tokens containing every color
5 different colored pens, (one for each player, 
and light blue is used for viruses and the GM)

We all grew up in the slum 
GM read this aloud:
“Life before the tech ban wasn’t easy but it 
wasn’t this. Without access to modern technology 
your community is in an unbreakable cycle of 
systemic poverty and no one living in the city is 
listening. Your slum butts up against this city 
inhabited by the ruling military personnel and 
their families who do not suffer from the waves 
of new and ever more oppressive tech restric-
tions. While everyone else seems to not notice 
the differences, one day you had errands to run 
in the city and what you saw changed you.”

You can hardly call this living
GM ask these questions of your players 
and record the answers on your arm. 
These responses set-up your missions.
Describe your dwelling and a basic necessity you 
don’t have. Now Describe, what you saw in the 
city. What was a technological luxury that was 
taken for granted? 
GM Example: A necessity a player did not have was 
clean water. A luxury they saw taken for granted 
was a fridge that served filtered water.
The mission objective is to bring back enough 
wires to prototype a water filter for the slum 
and the luxury dictates the location of the 
mission, like an furniture/appliance store.

Guardian roles
GM: “Methodically, draw your battery on your arm.
Players are guardians because they protect and 
care for their community. Batteries are only 
passed down from other guardians, who granted you 
yours and under what circumstances?”

Modifying existing technology
Your community still has some old schematics from 
before the ban when your slum was one of the many 
burgeoning industrial hubs of open-source research 
and design. Any continuous line you draw is 
considered to be a wire. If the schematic (design 
on paper) is drawn correctly (in the alloted 
strokes) it becomes a usable component and the 
player has learned and gained it’s abilities.

Scavenger
Can double wires during a risk, has to pull 
tokens to see if they succeed or fail.

tech
Every time you take a risk for wires you 
double the amount, always double virus tokens 
in your bag at the beginning of a mission.

martyr
If another player fails their risk pull, you 
can sacrifice one of your color tokens to 
their bag and they redraw (your token counts 
as success for them) - they keep your token 
until the end of the mission.

clunker
Every detection draw is upped by one, but you 
are resistant to viruses (if a virus token is 
drawn, immediately draw another token, only 
if it is a white token does the virus effect 
you).

charmer
In any risk pull that involves interacting 
with a non-teammate human, draw two tokens, 
if either is your color token you succeed (if 
one token is a virus you receive a virus 
regardless of whether you succeed).
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Battery- Draw it first with ample room and 
all wires stem outward from it.

wires-do not cross wires on your arm. When 
you gain wires you can use them in 4 ways:
Option 1: collect wires for the mission 
objective to build one of your necessities.
(Any wires you want to save for the mission 
objective, the GM will mark on their arm with 
your number of wires in storage until the 
mission is over).
Option 2: you may add wires to your bag to 
increase your chances of a successful risk.
Option 3: you can add pathways for future 
components or add a component(schematics that 
have been drawn, passed the risk test, and 
are connected to a battery). 
Option 4: You can use a wire from your pool 
to stop a virus from spreading on you or 
another player by going over the virus in 
your color ink.

Viruses-It is possible that in the process 
of taking risks that the player draws a black 
virus token. Begin drawing diagonal lines 
over your wires for each starting from your 
newest component. Once the virus begins to 
spread, it will continue to destroy the 
wires, then components, and the battery last.

5 wires needed to 
connect to a component 
(in addition to the 
required # of wires to 
learn the schematic)

A player has saved another’s 
component by using their 
wire (purple) to stop the 
spread of the virus.
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Lil Spy

This prototype comes equipped with a 2cm 
diameter mechanical spider. This spider 
connects to neurotransmitters in its master’s 
cerebral cortex and transmits both auditory and 
visual data. Because of its small size, it has 
an extremely short battery life of 2 minutes, 
in which it must be back in its master’s body, 
or physically retrieved. On close inspection, 
most people will be able to tell this is not 
a regular spider.

Heat

Protruding from small heat-safe silicone 
fingerpads, this prototype turns battery energy 
into heat that emits from small metal rods at 
the tips of your fingers. This prototype can 
reach temperatures high enough to melt plastic, 
boil liquid, and start fires. Because of the 
high energy needed, this prototype lasts only 1 
minute, with a cool down time of 5 minutes per 
battery.

Metamaterial Cloaking

Use of this prototype covers your skin and clothes 
in a temporary coating of metamaterial that cloaks 
against the visible light spectrum. This means your 
shape cannot be seen to the naked eye. 
Unfortunately, digital cameras will show suspicious 
distortions as you pass and security systems that 
use infrared spectrums of light will see your 
silhouette completely. This coating has a short 
half-life and only lasts for 10 minutes. Your 
prototype will get overheated when used and 
requires a 1 hour cool down time per battery.

Sound Field Silencing

This prototype emits responsive frequencies in 
its environment that effectively create a 
bubble of silence around your person. In a 5ft
radius around you, sounds are muffled, and 
further this dampens sounds created within 
this bubble from rippling outward. This 
prototype can only stay on for 10 minutes 
before overheating and requiring a cool down 
of 30 minutes per battery.

Requires 6 Wires
Duration: 10min
Cooldown: 1hr/battery

Requires 5 Wires
Duration: 10min
Cooldown: 30min/battery

Requires 4 Wires
Duration: 1min
Cooldown: 5min/battery

Requires 6 Wires
Duration: 2min
Cooldown: 15min/battery

10 piece Chicken Nugget. 1st Mission 
There is a McDonalds nearby that has a variety
of machines to take apart. your goal is to bring 
back a minimum of 12 wires in order to power one
of your necessities. Anything you take in addition 
to the mission pool is your spoils to add more 
components or improve your odds of success or you 
can store the wires for later use. 

For every mission the players choose what tech 
they want to take apart but the GM should 
determine the risk of detection and the number of 
wires that could be rewarded from that machine and 
if the machine in question makes sense to exist in 
that space. Time is calculated by the number of 
wires you have to take out of a machine. Each round 
is about 1 min or about the time it takes to 
pull 1 wire. This mission in total is 10 minutes.

  Sample wire pull possibilities

 Type of Machine  Potential # of wires  Risk
 
 Soda Machine          4       2
 Register           6 + Battery       4
 Lights           5       2
 MCDonalds Sign         3             2

 

Taking a risk
Each player starts with a bag that determines the 
outcome of the actions they wish to take. 

There is no physical confrontation in this game but
you don’t want to caught. You take a risk every 
time you attempt to: pull a wire from a machine, go 
into a new room, or cause a distraction, or any 
situation that the GM deems a token draw necessary. 
For more risky actions such as pulling tech off of 
a person, like a cellphone, the GM can ask the 
player to pull twice from their bag.

If on a multiple pull you have a tie between 
success and failures, it is considered a failure.

If you draw a virus no matter how many successes 
or failures, you now have a virus and have no 
wires to show for it. if you have more colorful 
cubes you succeed, take all the wires. If you fail
the first pull from a machine, you lose a wire from 
the potential number of wires in the machine.

   

Below are 4 of the Schematics your group has received as a gift from your town. Using 
these components during a risk allows you to take the risk rating for the action down.
The GM will decide how well you use the ability and take the risk down by 1 or more. In 
the best uses of your ability, the GM may decide an automatic success as well.

Finding new schematics
It is possible to find new schematics if at least 1 of each schematic has been integrated into the 
guardian’s hands. new schematics can take almost any shape as long as they are more geometric than 
organic. these schematics can only be found from a lab or a military base within the city walls, when 
your group feels confident enough. Risks here start from the moment you cross into the city when a 
citizen spots you, when you speak, when you don’t have the proper attire etc. Everything works against 
you in the city.

Pulling a Wire
You attempt to gain potential wires from a machine. 
Distractions, using components, and savvy thinking
will help bring down the risk rating of this. 
But, there is always the potential that in the 
process of removing hardware something goes awry... 

Causing a distraction 
Two or more players can assist another with a 
risk by giving them one of their “success” or 
colored cubes. Their colored cubes do not get 
returned until the end of the mission. 


